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A teenage girl found murdered.Lorelei Taylorâ€™s autistic son, Simon, is a suspect. But he didn't

even know the girl. Did he? Simon is sixteen, vulnerable, and diagnosed with Aspergerâ€™s

Syndrome. Lorelei knows her gentle son could never harm another person. But then she finds

Simonâ€™s camera full of photographs of the murdered girl, and her certainty begins to waver. As

the police circle in on her son, Lorelei has only one choiceâ€”to solve the murder and exonerate

Simon. But does she know her teenage son as well as she thought she did?
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Things I liked:Unique plotGood character developmentSimonThings I didn't like:The writing seemed

sophomoric to meI guessed the antagonist early into the book (I hate that!)A few things didn't make

sense to me (I won't say for fear of spoiling)Parts of the story were far reaching; maybe



This is probably the dumbest book I have read for a long time. Dont waste your money

The story line keeps you wanting to read more. From one suspect to another keeps you guessing

who done it till the very end

Loved this book, very well written and hard to put down.

Ms. Chambers is a very talented writer! You must really pay attention while reading this book

because there are many twists. It can be read as a stand alone book but there is a cliffhanger which

I know I want to read. Kudos to a good book!!!

Great book! Kept you guessing until the end. Highly recommended to read. Hard to put down once

you have started reading.

The book starts to unfold quickly with Lorelei, a former FBI profiler who left for a quiet life at a

remote resprt to raise her son, Simon. There is a murder of a female classmate of Simon's and

quickly secrets roll out that make Lorelei question herself about all she thought she knew. Her best

friend and employer Mia is supportive and her daughter Jordan, remains loyal, too.Then the action,

secrets, lies and poor decisions move the book at light speed. I really enjoyed it, but I thought there

was a bit much coincide and deus ex machina, IMHO. But, overall it was a pleasure to read.

I loved this book. It kept you guessing, and then everything you guessed was wrong. Held me from

the very beginning.
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